Betty De Shong Meader’s work with ancient Sumerian hymns, Norman Thomas di Giovanni’s Slaughteryard Project, and Traci Andrighetti’s interview with Geoffrey Brock, translator of Umberto Eco’s latest novel.

The special section EROS IN TRANSLATION: THE MUSIC OF LOVE brings to the fore an ancient aspect of poetry: its association with music. The works represented here include the erotic jingles of a dalai lama, love songs from the medieval Carmina Burana, and the haunting Vietnamese song-poems of Lê Pham Lê.

This issue’s electronic version represents another departure. Readers will find many extras there, including the original versions, or links to them, of prose translations; a look at the variants from six different tablets for Enheduanna’s Temple Hymn 42; the lyrics to “Sola me ne vo per la città,” mentioned in the interview with Geoffrey Brock; many photos of authors and contributors; links; and a number of audio clips. These latter include, in addition to Lê Pham Lê’s performance, Mario Benedetti reading his poetry; Ben Van Wyke reading his translations of Sandra Santana’s poems; José Castro Urioste reading his story “Hechizo”; Andrea Labinger and Ana Maria Shua reading the English and Spanish versions of “Bed Time Story”; and Tony Beckwith and Liliana Valenzuela reading their Spanish versions of Daniel Grandbois’s funny fragments from Unlucky Lucky Days: Book 3 (Monday).

One last, sad departure to mention: that of Geoff Waters. He contributed doubly to literary translation—from both Chinese and Tibetan—and will be doubly missed. A banker with an MBA in Finance, a PhD in Classical Chinese, and a minor in Tibetan and Inner Asian Studies, Geoff was a beacon in his own right, signaling to the world that interest in literary translation need not be limited to monks and scribes.
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The “Sleep and Love” woodcut (p. 71) appeared in the first Latin edition of the “Navis Multifera” of Sebastian Brandt in 1497 and in Wine, Women and Song by John Addington Symonds (1840-1893) in 1884. This was the first book to have some of the Carmina Burana poems in English translation.
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The epigraph to “Reading Nadine Gordimer in Flu Season” is from None to Accompany Me by Nadine Gordimer (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1994, p. 299).
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